
Including 12’000 vertical meter (vertical guarantee: 9’600m)

Heli-skiing access to our area of Val Formazza

Mountain guide service IFMGA/UIAGM 4 skiing days

Stay 4 nights in one Hotel Walser Schtuba

Including ABS backpack, avalanche transceiver, probe and shuffle on loan

Heliski option for additional flights (refer to the section additional vertical

meter)

Special renting prices for ski- and snowboard equipment

      Included Services:

Price and availability on request 

HELISKI 4 DAYS

 VAL FORMAZZA 2022

12.000 vm

https://www.heli-guides.com/en/


Our three-day program in Val Formazza the small heliski jewel in the Alps - the

spectacular valley of Val Formazza is situated in the Piedmont Italy, between the Swiss

regions of Valais and Ticino. The area is bordered by three majestic and inspiring peaks

Ofenhorn (3250m), Blinnenhorn (3373m) and the Basodino (3270m), our highest landings.

The region offers probably the most exclusive heli-skiing area in the Alps, with an endless

variation of descents that will surprise even the most experienced heliskiers. Consistently

enjoying the most snowfalls, Val Formazza provides an incredible 120 square kilometers

to explore. In the Walser Schtuba, we enjoy the best cuisine of the region and the wine

list leaves no wish unfulfilled.

 

Dates and Prices:

 

Private groups: 

available from 20.01. – 28.02.

 

Price and availability on request

 

Helicopter:

Airbus helicopter AS 350 Ecureuil B3 

 

Hotel :

The Hotel Walser Schtuba is located at 1720m in Riale. The helicopter landing awaits us

just in front of the door. The rooms are nicely furnished in traditional alpine style. The

restaurant serves us in the evening excellent Piedmonts cuisine with an extensive wine list.

 

Itinerary:

1st day: Hotel check-in. Meet & Greet with your guide or Heli Guides personnel to review your

individual Heliski program and to do a material check.

2nd - 4th days: Depending on snow, weather and avalanche conditions you will have to

opportunity to heliski. In case of bad weather we offer an alternative program of skitouring or

skiing in the ski areas around Devero, Val Formazza and San Domenico. At the end of the last

skiing day, it will be time for farewell and to return the rental equipment.
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Refund of helicopter flights:

There is no refund for down days in general. However, should the flight operation fail due to

reasons such as wind, bad weather, avalanche danger or technical problems and the

guaranteed vertical meter can’t be reached in total, we refund each 250 vertical meters

below the refund threshold at a rate of 160.00, Euro equal to 40.00 Euro per person in a

group of 4 participants. There is no refund due to illness, accident, lack of fitness, insufficient

skiing skills, late arrival and breaks during the ski day.

Additional vertical meters:

We can quote you the trip package with a number of vertical meters of your choice. Apart of

that, we charge you on-site based on the effective vertical meters used in addition. The costs

per group amounts to a total of 185.00 Euro for each 250 vertical meters. With a maximum of

4 participants per group, meaning 46.25 Euro per person (incl. tax).

Cancellation insurance and health insurance:

We always recommend a travel cancellation insurance, baggage insurance as well as travel and

accident insurance. 

 

Additional costs:

Additional helicopter flights including transfers flights (see point additional vertical

meter), helicopter flights on request back to Riale or Valdo, cost for alternative

programs, renting equipment not included, lunch and snack after skiing, drinks, ski pass

any transfer if it is necessary.


